
The body of Peter Gölz was washed ashore east of Portland Bill, Dorset on 26th May 1942, along with 
that of Uffz Reinhard Schulze at Weymouth on 28th May 1942 both having been in the water about 
three weeks.  
The ID disc number and the Ausweis had been identified by Air Intelligence as being with 1(F)/123, in 
addition one of the airmen was known to have belonged to the unit in the autumn of 1941. The other 
airman wore the Bronze War Flights Clasp as worn by reconnaissance units.  

  8 May 1942 He111H-6 Wn.4626              6N+AK 2/KG100

Brabourne, near Wye, Kent. 01.55 hrs. 

Started from Chartres at 00.30 hrs to attack Chatham docks. Four aircraft of KG100 were involved 
in this raid, taking off at two minute intervals, 6N+AK being the second aircraft to take off. It flew 
from Chartres to a point south of Calais where it changed course for Dungeness. The pilot climbed the 
aircraft steadily to 13,000 ft, continually taking evasive action by changing course from 30° port to 30° 
starboard. While over Kent the aircraft was attacked from below and behind by a night fighter and the 
port engine caught fire, the flames rapidly spreading to the fuselage. The bombs were jettisoned before 
the aircraft broke up while still at a considerable height, with wing wreckage being found one mile 
from the main crash. The main part of the fuselage and cockpit was entirely burnt out, the engines were 
buried but the tail end of the fuselage was unburnt. 
Markings: 6N+AK, A outlined in white. Upper surfaces dark green camouflage, the lower surfaces 
black, the black being painted over yellow in some places. Various plates were recovered from a 
number of components; one manufactured by Arado FW, licence Heinkel, acceptance date May 1940. 
Another showed Heinkelwerke, Oranienburg dated September 1941 and another from a wing showed 
Dornierwerke Wismar dated September 1937, this being the oldest yet traced in a Heinkel component. 
Engines: Jumo 211F made by MMW Taucha-Leipzig numbers 1291 and 973. Wooden propellers fitted. 
Armament: for the first time an Oerlikon FF 20mm gun was found in a Heinkel mounted in a free 
mounting in the nose. Also found one MG15 firing forward from belly position, one MG15 firing astern 

green and yellow and the fin differed from those usually fitted. Only two bodies and four parachute 
packs were initially located.
ID: 3/Fl.Ausb.Regt.41 & 2/A/Flg.Ausb.Regt.63; AW: blue, Fl.H.Kdtr.E.13/XII; FP:-. 
Ff: Uffz Bernhard Leyser 3/Fl.Ausb.Rgt.4 +. Exeter, Devon. 
Bo: Gefr Ernst Keil 2/A/Flg.Ausb.Re +. Exeter. Devon. 
Bf:Gefr Adolf Koepl +. NKG.
Bm: Uffz Wilhelm Pfeiff  +. Exeter, Devon. 

The only Ausweis recovered was issued at Bretigny which was known to Air Intelligence as being the 
base of IV/KG30.
The compass and D/F calibration cards for three aircraft were found in the wreckage: 
Ju88 4D+AK wn 5167 calibrated 22/5/41. Ju88 4D+AK wn 5169 calibrated 22/5/41.   
Ju88 4D+FK wn - calibrated 9/8/40.   Ju88 4D+FK wn - calibrated 9/12/40.  
Ju88 4D+GK wn 5169 calibrated -.
The reason why this aircraft had the compass calibration cards from other aircraft could not be resolved.
German records show this aircraft code as 4D+FU.  

  4 May 1942 Ju88 A-5 Wn.0331            3Z+HW 12/KG77 

Little Downhayne Farm, Colyton, Devon. 02.25 hrs.  

Started from Bretigny at 00.13 hrs to attack Exeter. Although due to the condition of the aircraft after 
crashing no bullet strikes were visible in the wreckage, reports indicated that it was definitely brought 
down by fighter action. The pilot was evidently endeavouring to force land but in doing so skidded into 
a six foot high bank. The port airscrew appeared to have been stationary indicating engine trouble. The 
aircraft broke up and burnt out, with wreckage being strewn over a large area. Aircraft assembled at 
Junkers Flugzeug u Motorenwerke AG, Dessau in June 1940. 
Markings: the H being in yellow. Aft of the identification markings, HW was repeated in six inch yellow 
letters on the side of the fuselage followed by the name Unteroffizier Kesselborn. The underside of the 
wings was painted yellow for a distance of about six feet from the wing tips. 
Engines: Jumo 211 B. Both engines were made by Junkers Flugzeug Motorenbau, Dessay; port engine 
Nr. 15828 and the starboard Nr.13828. The propellers were standard metal VDM. 
Armament: MG15s with old type mountings. Four standard ETC 500 XIB external bomb racks fitted 
and traces of 50 kg internal racks. 
ID: St.-W.Kp.Fl.Ausb.Rgt 14, 4.Fl.Haf.Betr.Komp.(mot.) 77, L.N.Komp.Dog, 2/Fl.Ausb.Regt.82; AW: 
light brown, L 33777.12.Staffel, FP: L 33777 Brussels. 
Ff: Uffz Anton Kesselborn Ausb.Regt 14/37 +.  Exeter, Devon.  
Bo: Uffz Karl Reps Betr.Komp 77/12 +. Exeter, Devon.  
Bf: Uffz Ernst Hemmann 414L.N.Komp.Lbg. +. Exeter, Devon.  
Bs: Uffz Johann Saes 2/Pl.Ausb.Regt. +. Exeter, Devon.

A number of maps were recovered from the wreckage and from tracks marked the final planned course 
could be deduced; Bretigny - Beacon Josef (Caen) at 01.15 hrs - Exeter - Tocqueville - Bretigny. An 
unmarked map of the Exeter area was also recovered.

  4 May 1942 Ju88A-5 Wn.4050            3Z+EV 11/KG77

Failed to return from operations to Cowes, Isle of Wight. Ff: Uffz Ernst Hermann, Bo: Uffz Heinz 
Seifert, Bf: Uffz Karl-Heinz Kreig and Bs: Gefr Erich Hager all lost without trace.

  5 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.1174             U5+AT 9/KG2

Failed to return from operations to Cowes, Isle of Wight. Ff: Fw Ulrich Sonnemann, Bo: Fw Hans 
Wimmer, Bf: Uffz Karl Heinz Westmar and Bs: Uffz Alfred Kanther all lost without trace.

  7 May 1942 Ju88D-1 Wn.1695            4U+BH 1(F)/123

At sea thirty-five miles south of Portland, Dorset.

Believed to have been shot down by a Spitfire.
ID: 69004, AW: white, Würzburg, 20/11/-, FP: -. 
Ff: Peter Gölz EKI 69004/215 +. CC 7/217.
Bo: Lt Ernst Nolte +. NKG.
Bf: Uffz Reinhard Schulze EKI +. Buried at sea.
Bs: Uffz Günther Graff +. NKG.
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Below: The wreckage 
of He111 6N+AK at 
Brabourne.  The Heinkel’s 
under fuselage gondola is 
visible behind the tree on 
the left.
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Markings: - + HR. Werke nr. painted on the tail and on various plates. Staffel colour yellow. Certain 
plates showed Heinkelwerke Oranienburg dated November 1941, others June 1941. 
Engines: Jumo 211 F-1 made by MMW Taucha, Leipzig, numbers being 973 and 1291. Wooden 
propellers fitted with Junkers V.P. gear. 
Armament: a 20mm FF Oerlikon in a free mounting in the forward lower position (not in nose), two 
MG15, one MG17 mounted in extreme tail. Although all the bomb installation carried in the centre 
portion were destroyed a small carrier for 50 kg bombs marked ETC50/OIIIE was found. This 
apparently had been fitted under the lower surface of a wing, probably outboard of the engines. 
Armour: normal Heinkel protection but additional to this both the oil cooler and coolant radiator 
were protected. There was also a cross piece fitted to the fire bulkhead behind each engine protecting 
auxiliaries. 
Equipment: new type of Kutonase balloon cutter fitted in the leading edge of the wing. Bomb cells on 
one side of fuselage had been removed and replaced by petrol tank. 
ID: 53577, 51905 & 55920; AW: brown, Schwerin, 1/11/40, white, F.H.K. A.24/XII, 11 March 1942 & 
23 April 1942 & white, F.P.N.347(20), 1 March 1942; FP: -. 
Ff: Lt Rolf Oepen 53577/490 +. Brighton, Sussex.  
Bo: Uffz Johann Luksch 51905/117 +. Brighton, Sussex.  
Bf: Uffz Wilhelm Markl 55920/103 +. Brighton, Sussex.  
Bs: Uffz Franz Kuttner 51905/92 +. Brighton, Sussex.  
Bf: Uffz Hans-Johann Driessen 51905/105 +. Brighton, Sussex.

Although the aircraft code was that of 7/KG100, three members of the crew had ID discs for 9/KG26. 
One of the crew had in his possession a voucher dated 20th April 1942 for equipment issued to him; this 
was issued by 6/KG100 and marked 1H+BT.   
Luftwaffe records show the unit as Erpr.Kdo.XY.

from belly position, two MG15 lateral, one MG17 fixed in extreme tail, all 7.9 mm. The 
wreckage of a bomb installation indicated some internal stowage and also an external 
carrier for a large bomb. One 1,000 kg and four 250 kg bombs carried. Armour plate: 
a large number of loose plates were recovered which indicate full normal protection. 
The standard large semi circular cross bulkhead was made in two sections to enable this 
to be jettisoned if necessary. In addition to the normal armour, the protection recently 
found in the Middle East fitted to both the oil and coolant radiators was found; this 
protected the radiators from above and astern. The remains of a Lotfe 7c bombsight 
were found. 
The crew of six, all baled out but two were killed on landing. Three of the crew had the 
Golden War Flights Badge. 
ID: 55920 & 69042; AW: white, F.H.K. A.24/XII, 29 April 1942, 6 March 1942, 25 
April 1942 & 6 March 1942 & white, F.H.K. E.20/XIII, 10/5/41; FP: L 36596. 
Ff: Ofw Martin Petermann EKI.   
1st Bo: Ofw Rudolf Scheurich. 
2nd Bo: Ltn Rudolf Huttner EKI 55920/108 +. Folkestone, Kent. 
Bf: Ogefr Georg Draga. 
Bm: Fw Heinz Freitag EKI. 
Bs: Ofw Richard Brohm EKI 55920/21 +. Folkestone, Kent.

The ID discs were identified as 55920 being with 2/KG100 and 69042 as 7/KG53. 
The second beobachter was an extra man who was observing the efficiency of the first 
beobachter as he was relatively new to the job.
Luftwaffe records show the code as 6N+AR and the unit Erpr.Kdo.XY.

  8 May 1942 He111 H-6 Wn.4791            6N+HR 7/KG100

Patcham, near Brighton, Sussex. 02.55 hrs. 

This aircraft was engaged by a night fighter, from behind, at 10,000 ft, and after taking evasive action 
the pilot baled out but was apparently too low, as although his parachute opened he was killed. The 
machine dived at a steep angle and hit overhead power cables. A local report stated that a large flash was 
seen and as the aircraft hit the ground a bomb exploded, wreckage was scattered over a very wide area 
and the fuselage and cockpit were entirely destroyed. The outer wing sections and the engines however 
remained fairly complete though scattered. A few .303 strikes and also strikes of 20 mm ammunition 
coming from dead astern were visible in tail and wing wreckage. The remainder of the crew were all 
killed in the crash although a sixth opened parachute was found some distance from the wreckage but 
no trace of a sixth man was found. 

MAP ID 7  (page 1070)

Above: Ofw Martin 
Petermann, pilot of He111 
6N+AK.

Below:  The tail of He111 
6N+HR at Patcham near 
Brighton.  The censor 
has inked out the werke 
number 4791 and codes 
HR, both of which were 
painted in white on the fin.

Right: One of 6N+HR’s 
Jumo 211 engines lies 
some distance from the 
rest of the wreckage, 
indicating the force of 
the explosion as a bomb 
exploded on impact.

Right: An uncensored 
photo of the tail of 6N+HR 
showing the white codes 
and werke number on 
the fin.
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  9 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.5367          U5+CT 9/KG2

Failed to return from operations to Norwich. Ff: Oblt Hermann Obermeier, Bo: Fw Adolf Feeser,  
Bf: Uffz Paul Rieger and Bm: Uffz Heinz Epskam all lost without trace.

  11 May 1942 Ju88D-1 Wn.1173         4U+GH 1(F)/123

Failed to return from operations over the English Channel and believed to have been shot down by a 
Spitfire thirty miles south of Selsey Bill, Sussex. Ff: Ofw Wilhelm Hollerweger, Bo: Lt Albert Santer, 
Bf: Uffz Günther Gross and Bm: Geft Albert Tatan all lost without trace

  15 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.1190           F8+LM 4/KG40 

Sea - Happisburgh, Norfolk. 21.00 hrs. 

Started from Soesterberg to attack a convoy but was shot down into the sea by a fighter. An Air-Sea 
Rescue aircraft located three of the crew in the water but by the time that a launch had arrived at the 
scene two of the airmen had died and the third had disappeared. 
ID: 62720, AW: grey, 22 January 1942, FP: L 31730. 
Ff: Ofw Martin Kalisch EK II +. CC 5/33. 
Bo: Ogefr Friedrich Wimmer +. NKG.
Bm: Ogefr Rudolf Stein 3/FL.AUSB.Regt +. CC 5/32.
Bs: Ogefr Hans-Georg Westermann +. NKG.

The unit was established by Air Intelligence from the pilot’s ID disc and Feldpostnummer. The airfield 
from which the aircraft took off was suggested by the fact that the pilot was carrying a sketch of the 
runways at Soesterberg aerodrome, together with notes on the blind-landing procedure. He also was 
carrying a late pass for the towns of Utrecht and Amersfoort.
An entry in the pilot’s pay book stamped 4/KG40 and dated 1st March 1942 - the date of this man’s 
promotion to Oberfeldwebel - read as follows ‘Fliegerzulage (flying pay) Rmk.100 - is approved by 
KG2’. This entry suggested that 4/KG40 was at that time to some extent under the control of KG2.

  16 May 1942 Bf109F-4/B Wn.13014          Blue 8+ 10(Jabo)/JG2 

At sea off Cawsand Bay, Plymouth Sound, Devon. 12.50 hrs. 

This aircraft was one of a formation of five aircraft that flew over Plymouth Sound on a westerly course 
at 200 ft releasing two bombs which fell into the sea. A Naval ship opened fire and this aircraft crashed 
into the sea, catching fire on impact with the water. The body of the pilot was later recovered from the 
water by a minesweeper. 
ID: 53523, AW: grey, F.H.K.16/VII, 28 February 1942, FP: -. 
Ff: Ltn Hans-Joachim Schulze 53523/39 +. CC 7/117.
The unit was established from the pilot’s ID disc.

  16 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.5378            U5+CL 3/KG2

Shot down while attacking shipping off Cromer, Norfolk, possibly by a Spitfire. Ff: Oblt Karl Borges, 
Bo: Uffz Erhard Fischer, Bf: Uffz Karl Trappe, Bm: Uffz Karl Dörfler all lost without trace.

  16 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.5373            U5+BL 3/KG2

Shot down possibly by a Spitfire while attacking a convoy off Cromer, Norfolk. Ff: Ofw Karl Fischer,  
Bo: Hptm Heinrich Schmidt-Hederich (Staffelkapitän), Bf: Uffz Heinz Hartmann and Bm: Ofw Georg 
Höhenrieder all lost without trace.

  18 May 1942 Ju88D-1 Wn.1679              4U+FL 3(F)/123 

At sea - off Cardigan Bay, Wales. 17.00 hrs. 

Started from Lannion on a shipping reconnaissance. This aircraft flew up St.George’s Channel via 
Land’s End and proceeded to search for shipping while flying at about 700 ft in a sea mist that went up 
to 1,000 ft, above which the weather was clear. On sighting some shipping the aircraft gained height to 
avoid detection and AA fire but was attacked by a twin engined fighter that damaged the tail fin and set 
fire to the port fuel tank. The aircraft crashed into the sea and sank within a minute, the rubber dinghy 
coming to the surface a short while later but missing the inflation bottle. The crew then spent some three 

  9 May 1942  Do217 E-4 Wn.5375             U5+EH 1/KG2

West Green Farm, Poringland, Norfolk. 01.25 hrs. 

This aircraft struck a balloon cable at a height of 3,500 ft and then dived to a low altitude where it was 
seen to level out at 200 ft. A local report stated that it passed over a Lewis Gun post at Stoke Holy Cross, 
the gunners stating that tracer bullets were seen entering the fuselage. It crashed in a shallow dive and 
burst into flames on impact, the complete cockpit and wings out to the engines were destroyed but about 
fifteen feet of the rear end of the fuselage with the tail and about twelve feet of one wing were left in 
comparatively good condition. There were several gashes in the tail which might have been caused by 
AA splinters. 
Markings: U5+EH. In addition to the fuselage marking the same marking was painted on the outside of 
each fin in white letters seven inches high. 
Engines: BMW801. Metal propellers fitted. 
Armament: for the first time with this type of aircraft an MG131 of 13 mm was found in the nose 
mounting. One MG131 mounted in powered turret and one MG15. Internal bomb stowage two 1,000 
kg and two 500 kg three external carriers of type 500/XII traced. This is the first time that external bomb 
carriers have been traced in the Do217 although strong points have been traced previously. 
Equipment: BZA1 dive bombsight fitted. 
ID: -; AW: -; FP: -. 
Ff: Obltn Werner Böllert +. Norwich, Norfolk.  
Bo: Ofw Rudolf Bucksch +. Norwich, Norfolk.  
Bf: Uffz Matthias Speuser +. Norwich, Norfolk.  
Bm: Uffz Albert Otterbach 58207/82 +. Norwich, Norfolk.  

Luftwaffe records show the code as U5+KH.
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Left and below:  The 
battered rear fuselage 
of Do217 U5+EH at West 
Green Farm
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Engine: DB601 E-1 made by Henschel Flugmotorenbau G.M.B.H. Kassel wn. 34162. This is the first 
time this type of engine has been found in this country. VDM metal propellers fitted. An anti glare shield 
was fitted in the form of a ledge of metal attached to the cowling immediately above the exhaust stubs. 
Armament: two engine mounted MG17s and one MG151/20 firing through propeller hub. 7.9 mm 
ammunition, of which 1,000 rounds have been collected consisted of green tipped armour piercing 
incendiary and tracer. The 20 mm MG151 ammunition, 135 rounds of which were recovered consisted 
of the usual HE mixed with a high proportion of AP. An E.T.C 500/IXb bomb carrier was fitted, although 
a 250 kg bomb was carried. Armour plate: As is usual in the Messerschmitt Bf109 F aircraft the pilot 
was protected from attacks from the rear by armour plating which was fitted at the back of his seat 
between him and the petrol tank. In addition to this a bulkhead made up of twenty to twenty-five sheets 
of duralumin bolted together making up the thickness of about one inch was fitted immediately behind 
the petrol tank across the full section of fuselage. 

hours in the water trying to inflate the dinghy using the bellows. It was also found that the paddles and 
the water baler were missing and the wireless set was unserviceable. After spending two hours in the 
dinghy, paddling with their hands, the flight engineer died of exposure and after twenty-four hours the 
observer went mad and also died. Various ships were sighted but not until they had fired their last Very 
cartridge were they sighted and finally after fifty-three hours the two survivors were picked up by the 
S.S. Loch Fisher.
The survivors stated under interrogation that no bombs were carried on the operation.
ID: 69006, AW: yellow, F.H.K.z.b.V.E.73/III, 10 April 1942, FP: L 00544 Paris. 
Ff: Ltn Wilhelm Wahler exposure. 
Bo: Fw Herwart Blome 69006/136 +. CC 3/257. 
Bf: Uffz Wolfgang Dill exposure. 
Bm: Gefr Wilhelm Spengler 69006/139 +. CC 4/27.

  20 May 1942  Bf109 F-4 Wn.7232         White 11+ 10(J)/JG26

Beachy Head, Sussex. 11.10 hrs. 

Started from St.Omer / Fort Rouge along with another aircraft to attack shipping and harbour 
installations at Newhaven, they crossed the French Coast at Le Touquet and made directly to the target 
with this aircraft the leader of the pair flying almost at sea level. While circling Newhaven harbour the 
pilot sighted some shipping, escorted by corvettes to the south-west and dived to attack, followed by his 
wingman. The pilot whilst making a bombing attack on a light naval auxiliary vessel released his bomb 
which struck the water next to the vessel before bouncing over it. Aircraft was hit by machine gun fire 
in the oil radiator from below and ahead, the pilot turned towards land and made a very successful belly 
landing, little damage being done to the airframe. The engine however was damaged by overheating, 
the water jacket having blown out on the starboard cylinder block. The pilot also emptied the contents 
of his pistol into the engine of the aircraft before surrendering, although he force landed knowing that 
the British already had an intact Messerschmitt Bf109F. 
Markings: 11+, the figure 11 being in white with black outline. Immediately behind the German Cross 
a silver bomb was outlined in black and pointing downwards at an angle of 45º on each side of the 
fuselage. The spinner was black and the lower portion of the engine cowling and rudder were painted 
bright yellow.  
Aircraft: Manufacturer Wiener-Neustadter-Flugzeugwerke 1941. 

MAP ID 12  (page 1070)

Below and bottom left:  
Perched on the cliffs at 
Beachy Head is Bf109F 
‘White 11’ which was force 
landed relatively intact by 
its pilot Uffz Oswald Fischer 
on 20 May 1942.
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  20 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.5362             U5+IK 2/KG2

Failed to return from an attack on Hull. Ff: Lt Heinrich Scholz, Bo: Fw Horst Wunsch, Bf: Uffz Josef 
Roszak and Bm: Fw Fritz Hermann all lost without trace.

  20 May 1942 Ju88A-4 Wn.1610           S4+DH 1/506

Failed to return from an attack on Hull. Ff: Fw Hans Bleck, Bo: Oblt Leonard Woters, Bf: Gefr Rudolf 
Breyer and Bs: Gefr Ernst Weiss all lost without trace.

  20 May 1942 Ju88A-4 Wn.1514          S4+AH 1/506

Failed to return from an attack on Hull. Ff: Hptm Alfred Rumpf, Bo: Lt Wolfgang Kräge, Bf: Flgr 
Herbert Horn and Bs: Uffz Herbert Krause all lost without trace.

  22 May 1942  Body   III/KG40 

Wyke Regis, Dorset. 

A body was washed ashore having been in the water at least two months. The badges of rank were for 
an Oberleutnant and the name Dr Kurt Herberts was engraved on a silver pencil. 
ID: 53549, AW: -, FP: -. 
Ff: Obltn Dr Kurt Herberts +. NKG.

The ID disc was known to be that of KG1 but had also been encountered with III/KG40.   

  23 May 1942  He111 H-6 Wn.4627            6N+FR 7/KG100 

Elcombe Farm, Alvediston, Wiltshire. 17.07 hrs. 

Started from Chartres to attack Avonmouth Docks. This aircraft was intercepted by a Beaufighter at 
11,000 ft near Shaftesbury. The pilot of the Heinkel took violent evasive action and lost a great deal of 
height but succeeded in pulling out when near to the ground but was then seen to fly into the side of a 
hill. It disintegrated entirely and a good deal of the wreckage was burnt. No strikes could be traced in 
the wreckage and it is possible that the crash was caused by an error of judgement or loss of control by 
the pilot. A plate recovered from the tail plane showed Heinkel Werke Oranienburg FNR He 7311, date 

Equipment: A modified FuG 7 wireless, with electrically operated wave changing gear fitted.
In the previous month this pilot had made forty-six War Flights against England when the targets had 
been Folkestone and Deal railway stations, Hawkinge aerodrome, a colliery near Deal, barracks at 
Dungeness and some ships off Brighton. One day he had carried out three operations to Folkestone. 
Other targets had included strafing cows, cyclists, buses and railway engines. The pilot had claimed 
sixteen victories, three of these while serving in Libya and the other thirteen over the English Channel.
ID: 60315, AW: red, F.H.Kdtr 63/XI, 31/12/41, FP: -. 
Ff: Uffz Oswald Fischer EKI.
The pilot’s unit was established from his ID disc. He was deemed by Air Intelligence to have high 
morale, to be confident and self possessed.

A document found on the pilot gave the following wireless call signs:
Jabo  (presumably fighter/bomber staffel.   Zollant.
Jafü 2     Neptun.
JG26     Torgau.
I/JG26     Trichter.
III/JG26     Ural.

Above: White 11 was later 
taken on charge by the 
RAF, restored to flying 
condition and given the 
serial number NN644.
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Below: More views of 
White 11 on the cliffs at 
Beachy Head.
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  30 May 1942 Ju88D-1 Wn.1411         S4+LK 2/506

Believed to have been shot down by a Beaufighter during operations off the East Coast of England.  
Ff: Fw Siegfried Töpert, Bo: Lt Robert Eichmann, Bf: Fw Herbert Thiele and Bs: Fw August Grabowski 
all lost without trace.

  30 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.4209        U5+GH 1/KG2

Failed to return from operations off the East Coast of England. Ff: Uffz Heinz Illemann, Bo: Ogefr Otto 
Scheumer, Bf: Ogefr Vikter Pendel and Bm: Ogefr Herbert Barthel all lost without trace.

  30 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.4228        U5+ON 5/KG2

Failed to return from operations off the East Coast of England. Ff: Lt Wilhelm Winkler, Bo: Fw Georg 
Gedel, Bf: Uffz Roland Schindler and Bm: Uffz Hans Wilking-Huff all lost without trace.

  30 May 1942 Do217E-4 Wn.5458         U5+GR 7/KG2

Failed to return from operations off the East Coast of England. Ff: Fw Heinz Jaros, Bo: Uffz Jürgen 
Meyer, Bf: Uffz Alois Neumayer, Bs: Uffz Max Thonhauser all lost without trace. 

of manufacture 1941. A component plate recovered mentioned the type H6. Markings: 6N+FR. These 
were obtained from documents as the markings on the fuselage were entirely destroyed. 
Engines: Jumo 211 F/1; PMB 211 F1/145 and 146. Wooden propellers fitted. 
Armament: six MG15, one 20 mm Oerlikon FF in free mounting and one MG17 fitted in extreme tail. 
Parts of large external bomb carrier found. 
ID: 55920 & 69042, AW: -, FP: L 36596. 
Ff: Haupt Siegfried Langer 69042/3 +. CC 7/51.  
Bm: Ofw Gerhard Schmidt 55920/69 +. CC 7/50.  
Bf: Fw Dietrich Hoffmann +. CC 7/52. 
Bs: Fw Paul Gaidies +. CC 7/44.  
Bs: Gefr Willi Worring +.  CC 7/43. 

The pilot was known to be the C.O. of the Erprobungs und Lehrkommando of KG100 and holder of 
the Deutcheskreuz. Oberfeldwebel Schmidt was known to be a member of Hauptmann Langer’s crew 
and holder of the Gold War Flights Clasp. It was known that Hauptmann Langer was grounded as he 
was a too valuable person to lose but he nevertheless flew on rare occasions. The name G Schmidt was 
found on a forage cap.
German records show the aircraft werke nummer as 4627 and the code as 6N+ER. The unit was given 
as Erpr-u LehrKdo 17.
 
  24 May 1942 Ju88A-4 Wn.8682            3Z+CM 4/KG77

Off the Isle of Wight. 01.00 hrs.

Believed to have been shot down by a Beaufighter while on operations over Poole Harbour, Dorset. 
ID: BIa 71038, AW: yellow, F.H.K.E.36/XI, 10/8/41, FP: L 30953. 
Ff: Ltn Günther Möller +. CC 7/252. Washed up near Ventnor, Isle of Wight on 26th May 1942.
Bo: Ofw Johann Sengelmann +. NKG.
Bf: Uffz  Georg Weber 71038/94 +. CC 7/238. Washed up at Sandown, Isle of Wight on 27th May 1942.
Bs: Fw Heinrich Zeutzen +. NKG.
The bodies of both airmen were found to have French money on them and one had a postcard of Dinan.   

  27 May 1942 Bf109 F-4 Wn.7626           Blue 4+  10/JG2 

Yaverland Farm, Sandown, Isle of Wight. 15.30 hrs.

The pilot took off from Tricqueville on an armed shipping reconnaissance leading three other aircraft. 
This aircraft came in over Spithead at a height of ninety feet accompanied by its Kettenhund and 
attacked a small trawler, the pilot of this aircraft leaving it to his wingman to bomb the ship which was 
hit. The pilot of this aircraft then noticed eight Spitfires closing in on them from various directions and 
was attacked by two of the fighters which damaged the engine. He then attacked a warship, scoring a 
near miss before climbing to 1,000 ft over the Isle of Wight and releasing his cockpit canopy; at which 
point the Spitfires stopped shooting. He baled out, the aircraft dived into the ground and caught fire, the 
engine was buried and very little of the wreckage was visible above ground. The main fuselage plate 
gave the manufacturer as Wiener-Neustadter FW G.m.b.H, type Bf109 F-4-2, year of manufacture 
1941, werke nr. 7626. 
Markings: A red fox with a grey ship in its mouth about eighteen inches by nine inches. One .303 strike 
was found in the main plane from dead astern, horizontal. 
Armament: one MG151 and two engine mounted MG17s and a 250 kg bomb. 
The pilot claimed to have sunk two ships and to have shot down twenty-two aircraft, including seventeen 
in Russia, having completed 104 War Flights. 
ID: 53523, AW: -, FP: -. 
Ff: Ltn Josef Fröschl EKI, EKII, Bronze War Flights Clasp.

  27 May 1942 Ju88A-4 Wn.2061           4D+DH 1/KG30

Failed to return from operations over the North Sea. Uffz Max Pusyva, Uffz Kurt Heuer, Uffz Paul 
Zeschke and Uffz Stefan Kevanes all lost without trace.

  27 May 1942 Ju88A-4 Wn.1226           4D+ER 7/KG30

Failed to return from operations over the North Sea following engine failure. Ff: Lt Ernst Mitthof,  
Bo: Uffz Heinrich Ludwig, Bf: Ogefr Alfred Stein and Bs: Gefr Konrad Rudisale all lost without trace.

MAP ID 14  (page 1070)

MAP ID 15  (page 1070)

Below:  A rare colour air 
to air of Do217s of 5/KG2.
The nearest aircraft 
U5+ON is believed to be 
the one lost without trace 
on 30 May 1942.

Right:  A close up of the 
cockpit of Do217 U5+GR 
Wn 5458 which was also 
lost without trace on 30 
May 1942.

Above: The fox emblem 
of 10/JG2 as described on 
‘Blue 4’.
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